Abstract. In the paper, the method of poseaware silhouette processing is presented. Morphological closing is proposed to enhance seg- 
Introduction
Mathematical morphology is widely used technique in image processing, analysis and recognition. Erosion and dilation are very basic morphological operators. When applied to gray level images they correspond to minimal and maximal filters. The purpose of mathematical morphology operators is usually to enhance image quality through noise removal and improvement in homogeneity.
Simple segmentation methods (e.g. thresholding), as well as complex ones (e.g. Scale Space, Mixture of Gaussians, Optical Flow) may produce gray level images that can be easily turned into an array of binary pixels. However, it is not a rare case that, contours of binary objects are not smooth and contain artefacts. Morphological operators are used in such cases to: remove noise (erosion, dilation), edge smoothing and hole filling (opening, closing).
This can be done before or after thresholding. In further analysis, connected components are labeled, their features are extracted and undergo classification methods.
In manuals [5, 7] and utility software packages, mostly small regular structuring elements (3×3, 5×5, 7×7) are considered for real time machine vision systems. There are no such limits imposed by mathematical background of mathematical morphology but computing performance is an issue. Possible shapes for small structuring elements (3×3) are limited to lines, rectangle, cross and disk; when considering convex and symmetrical ones. Representation of rectangle and cross is reliable for small structuring elements, however error of disk approximation is relatively high for structuring element as it does not differ from cross at all. Additionally, low diameter of structuring element makes it impossible to apply rotation or one-dimensional scaling of the shape. These constraints seem to be critical, as the results of morphology operations depends not only on size, but also on rotation of structuring element and rotation of an object.
Placement and rotation of an object in an image depend on a configuration of a camera and a scene and usually can't be changed, particularly when the object is in motion. However, size, shape and rotation of structuring element can be configured freely and multiple structuring elements may be used for various configurations. This approach was already proposed in [10] for edge linking or geometric modeling and further syntactical analysis of the pattern like in work [11] . The size and the orientation of the structuring element were adjusted to local curvatures of edges. The work [8] describes various structuring elements applied to an image. That allowed to select best segmentation result and discard others.
Previous work
Application of large size structuring element at early stage of object detection process is discussed in this article. It is expected, that this technique would simplify image analysis through selection of structuring element size, shape and orientation, adequate to topology of objects under detection. This approach was initially verified in previous work described in [1] ; some results are presented in Table 1.
Low-pass 2D filtering method was used for local thresholding. Dimensions of filter kernels were adjusted to sizes of objects under detection. Thus, it was possible to perform multi-level segmentation of objects in respect to their sizes and shapes -not only to brightness or color of pixels. The camera was aligned to static samples, so the correction of convolution kernels or structuring elements was not necessary in this particular case.
At first, exterior ROI (Region Of Interest) was detected, then analyzed samples were extracted and finally, small markers were detected and localized. High resolution images (4752×3168) were acquired for analysis and marker detection. Data presented in Table 1 show that various subsequent morphological operation were used to ease detection of particular objects: region, sample and markers.
Contribution
In the work, described in this article, video sequence from calibrated stationary digital 2D video camera was used.
Calibration process comprising computation of intrinisic parameters of the camera (focal length, central point and distortion parameters) was described in publication [3] .
Additionally, external camera parameters (rotation matrix and translation vector) were estimated from known topology of the 3D scene and its 2D projection to camera image, through PnP correspondence algorithm, which details are provided in the paper [4] . discussed. Usefulness of GPU architecture when applied to image processing was initially verified [1] . Advantages in acceleration to morphological granulometry was also presented in [9] . However in both works, GPU-vendorspecific CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) environment was used instead of portable OpenCL.
2 Enhancing silhouette through morphological closing with rotated ellipse houette is similar to background so they can't be correctly It was not possible to obtain unambiguous compact silhouette when closing operation was executed with structuring element, which inclination was severely changed (e.g. incremented by 50 o as can be seen on Fig. 5 ). The resulting component was split into two regions (Fig. 6) .
Additionally, several ellipse-shaped concavities appeared and their orientation did not match the pose but resembled structuring element.
Pose-aware structuring element
Assuming known camera parameters, scene configuration and silhouette, it is proposed to estimate perspective projection of a 3D model of the silhouette at particular location on the scene. Equations (1) describe perspective projection of the 3D model to 2D camera image. For structuring element computation only head-feet section P H −P 
where: Q, L -3D model of the silhouette and pose (location on the scene), A -intrinsic parameters of the camera, R, T -extrinsic parameters of the camera, P -model projection expressed in homogeneous coordinates, P -model projected expressed in 2D image coordinates.
Parametrical description of the structuring element i.e.
ellipse is derived from height and inclination of the section P H − P F according to the set of equations (2).
where: P H ,P F -coordinates of head-feet section, R j , R i -major radius, minor radius, α -rotation angle, SR hw -silhouette shape ratio (set to 3.5 in implementation), SE hh -structuring element scale factor (set to 3.5 in implementation).
Structuring element encoding and parallel implementation
The issue of computing performance may not be ne- 
where: M SE -size of an array circumscribing structuring element, W SE -width of structuring element raster array, H SE -width of structuring element raster array, N SEarea of structuring element, i, j -indices for iteration of structuring element array, S E -array that circumscribes structuring element.
M SE must be considered when structuring element is stored in the form of binary raster image. In this case, computation of each pixels usually comprises of two for loops iterating vertically and horizontally over structuring element raster that corresponds to context of the pixel in an input image (see listing on Alg. 7). Two operations must be executed iteratively in order to compute resulting pixel:
• verify whether the element of the raster belongs to the structuring element, (executed M SE times),
• when former rendered true, sample input pixel, compare acquired value with temporal variable and update it, (executed N SE times ).
When loops terminate, the resulting pixel is assigned temporal value which is max for dilation or min for erosion. Majority of implementations enumerated in Table 2 have been targeted for GPU computing device. Evaluation results of two utility packages running on commodity CPU are presented for reference (see CPU_1 and CPU_2).
Remaining programs have been coded as OpenCL kernels running in parallel on GPU device. 2D Image format was used for image data storage and input pixel sampling. 2D
addressing mode offered by GPU sampler object provides automated mechanism for handling boundary pixels without explicit code.
Sample OpenCL kernel implementing dilation is presented at Fig. 7 . According to data-oriented computing paradigm exploited in OpenCL environment, multiple instances of the kernel code are executed concurrently for particular data samples by several processing elements.
Each particular sample is handled once, but other samples comprising spatial context of the pixel may be also accessed when needed. Number of input reads per each output pixel equals size of structuring element array and this is the factor that impacts overall processing time. The other factor that can be easily recognized from data presented in Table 2 
where: m, n -normalized offset coordinates, D -diagonal of non rotated structuring element array. The solution consisting of OpenCL kernels was designed for run-time computation of structuring element customizable by camera parameters and scene configuration. According to results presented in Table 2 , the slowest morphology kernel used for dilation (or erosion) is above 8 times faster than CPU implementations, thanks to parallel data-oriented computing on GPU device.
Results and conlusions
Disadvantage of the method presented is that, it is adequate only to individuals located at particular regions of the 3D scene. However, they may appear in any location, at any pose and in random quantity. Though, when no location of individual is specified, it is necessary to apply a 
